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Time User Tweet
2013-01-31 12:22 am AISINetwork Don't forget. Tonight 7pm Mountain time we will have another #aisinetwork #plpnetwork chat on Collective Intelligence Building.
2013-01-31 12:22 am snbeach RT @AISINetwork: Don't forget. Tonight 7pm Mountain time we will have another #aisinetwork #plpnetwork chat on Collective Intelligence Building.
2013-01-31 12:24 am AISINetwork At 9pm (NY time)/7pm Mountain we will have a twitter chat on Collective Intelligence Building.#aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 12:25 am TeresaCardinal "@AISINetwork: Tonight 7pm Mountain time we will have another #aisinetwork #plpnetwork chat on Collective Intelligence Building.” #rved
2013-01-31 12:26 am snbeach At 9pm (NY time)/7pm Mountain tonight we will have another twitter chat on Collective Intelligence Building. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 12:30 am snbeach Going to participate in the #plpnetwork chat Collective Intelligence Building? Why not gather a few links in advance to share. #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 12:34 am PLPNetwork Tonight at 9pm (NY time) /7pm Mountain we will have a twitter chat on Collective Intelligence Building.#aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 12:35 am PLPNetwork Going to participate in the Twitter chat on Collective Intelligence Building? Why not gather a few links to share.#aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 12:41 am tweegar Wall of Kindness http://t.co/kgeS1hah Share how you’ve been kind! #4thchat #3rdchat #plpnetwork #kindness @KINDSnacks @therandomactorg
2013-01-31 12:41 am markwcarbone For Advice, Ideas and Support, More Educators Seek Social Networks http://t.co/7wx9gApk via @zite #ontcl #plpnetwork #ConnectedPD FirstFriday 2/1 9amPST w guest @tomwhitby -chat topic: Confidence through Connectedness http://t.co/VlGEVhjg #ce12 #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 1:00 am ConnectedPD
2013-01-31 1:12 am snbeach In 45 min we will have a hashtag chat #plpnetwork aisinetwork on collective intelligence. 7pm MT time. Join us.
2013-01-31 1:13 am AISINetwork RT @snbeach: In 45 min we will have a hashtag chat #plpnetwork aisinetwork on collective intelligence. 7pm MT time. Join us. amazing teaching/co-learning 21 Century Classroom: The Amaryllis: X Box and the War of 1812 http://t.co/zCtjJXK9 #etmooc #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 1:28 am nobleknits2
2013-01-31 1:44 am lanihall Connected Coaching eCourse participants had deep discussions around TPACK, PBL & action research tonight-- they rock! #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 1:49 am AISINetwork Looking forward to discussing collective intelligence with everyone
tonight. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork 7pm MT time.
RT @AISINetwork: Looking forward to discussing collective intelligence with everyone tonight. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork 7pm MT time.

Listening to archived recording of Doug Willms' webinar session from #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

@zbpipe Your minecraft page is at the centre of a discussion in the #PLPNetwork; you are gettin’ people thinking, Zoe.

Getting ready to start the #plpnetwork #aisinetwork twitter chat on collective intelligence. 7pm MT time. Please join us!

Make plans for your school to be part of 2013-14 Connected Learning Experience. See what's different. http://t.co/UU8g5cqs #plpnetwork

Building Collective Intelligence - hashtag chat starts in 2 min. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

If this is your first Twitter chat the most impt thing to remember is to use the #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork hashtag in your post

We will start with a question which will have Q1 and the #aisinetwork #plpnetwork hashtags in the post.

We will start with a question which will have Q1 and the #aisinetwork #plpnetwork hashtags in the post.

You will answer with A1 and the #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork hashtags in your reponse.

You will answer with A1 and the #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork hashtags in your reponse.

Sometimes I will use Q1+ or Q2+ that is to signify an extension or rewording of the question. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

By adding + I am alerting you that it is a connected question framing the same idea. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

To follow the chat you will click on the #aisinetwork tag or the #plpnetwork tag and it will bring all tweets using that tag together.

You can go to http://t.co/TpFCwsHM & enter #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork in search and follow the tweets there. You can control speed there too

RT @snbeach: Building Collective Intelligence - hashtag chat starts in 2 min. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: If this is your first Twitter chat the most impt thing to remember is to use the #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork hashtag in your post

RT @snbeach: We will start with a question which will have Q1 and the #aisinetwork #plpnetwork hashtags in the post.

RT @snbeach: You will answer with A1 and the #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork hashtags in your reponse.

You can also RT (retweet) a response you agree with but make sure it includes the #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork tag.

RT @snbeach: Sometimes I will use Q1+ or Q2+ that is to signify an extension or rewording of the question. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: You can go to http://t.co/TpFCwsHM & enter #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork in search and follow the tweets there.
RT @snbeach: By adding + I am alerting you that it is a connected question framing the same idea. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: To follow the chat you will click on the #aisinetwork tag or the #plpnetwork tag and it will bring all tweets using that tag together.

RT @snbeach: You can go to http://t.co/TpFCwsHM & enter #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork in search and follow the tweets there. You can control speed there too.

RT @snbeach: Sometimes I will use Q1+ or Q2+ that is to signify an extension or rewording of the question. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: You can also RT (retweet) a response you agree with but make sure it includes the #aisinetwork or #plpnetwork tag.

Questions? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork Who is going to chat with us tonight about building collective intelligence? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @jorech: Please join in. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork chats are for everyone.

i would like to lurk on this chat #plpnetwork

RT @jacominilibrary: i would like to lurk on this chat #plpnetwork It is open to everyone. Please join in.

@jorech Please join in. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork chats are for everyone.

Q1 How do you define collective intelligence? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Combining thoughts and ideas with other people in the network and progressing those thoughts to a deeper level. #plpnetwork

Please help us think out loud about collective intelligence #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Seems like a close relative of Positive Interdependence. We’re better
together than alone. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:10 am  amdesb  A1: collaboration, teaming, sharing, reflecting together #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:10 am  snbeach  A1 MIT actually has a Center for Collective Intelligence  http://t.co/ELActfqv #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:10 am  A1SINetwork  RT @amdesb: A1: collaboration, teaming, sharing, reflecting together #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:11 am  lanihall  A1 more about groups of individuals learning, leveraging with wisdom of each other #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:11 am  snbeach  RT @lanihall: A1 more about groups of individuals learning, leveraging with wisdom of each other #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:11 am  jacomilibrary  @snbeach it is problem solving in a way one could not do alone #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:11 am  snbeach  A1 2008 Horizon report defines it http://t.co/LAQeBno0 #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:12 am  LLenaour  A1 Collective intelligence is about creating knowledge together. The whole becomes greater than the parts. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:12 am  twhitford  #plpnetwork A1: My guess is it is like a warehouse for the collective knowledge of an organization. Schools could truly benefit from this

2013-01-31 2:12 am  snbeach  RT @jacomilibrary: @snbeach it is problem solving in a way one could not do alone #plpnetwork me: Love this.. #aisinetwork

2013-01-31 2:12 am  snbeach  RT @LLenaour: A1 Collective intelligence is about creating knowledge together. The whole becomes greater than the parts. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:12 am  snbeach  RT @twhitford: #plpnetwork A1: My guess is it is like a warehouse for the collective knowledge of an organization. Schools could truly benefit from this

2013-01-31 2:13 am  jorech  12 ways to build Positive Interdependence: https://t.co/87FXX5ZS #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:13 am  snbeach  @snbeach collective intelligence means leveraging a network/PLN - make building a PLN important #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:13 am  pattigrayson  A1-Collective intelligence building is a network of great minds working together toward a goal. A powerful entity! #plpnetworkn #aisinetwork

2013-01-31 2:13 am  snbeach  Read through others responses do they resonate with you? Why? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:13 am  jorech  #plpnetwork A1: I love the team approach to problem solving idea as well. It seems this fits well with the PLC philosophy

2013-01-31 2:13 am  twhitford  #plpnetwork A1: I love the team approach to problem solving idea as well. It seems this fits well with the PLC philosophy

2013-01-31 2:13 am  amdesb  RT @LLenaour: A1 Collective intelligence is about creating knowledge together. The whole becomes greater than the parts. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:13 am  snbeach  RT @twhitford: #plpnetwork A1: I love the team approach to problem solving idea as well. It seems this fits well with the PLC philosophy

2013-01-31 2:14 am  snbeach  A1 “the kind of knowledge and understanding that emerges from large groups of people is collective intelligence.” #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:14 am  snbeach  RT @jorech: Building Collective Intelligence, doesn’t just “happen.”
Needs to be structured. esp for Ss. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

A1 Collective intelligence building examines ideas from different perspectives - not "group think." #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

A1 is about the exponential potential of thinking and learning together #plpnetwork

RT @twhitford: #plpnetwork A1: My guess is it is like a warehouse for the collective knowledge of an organization. Schools could truly benefit from this

RT @LLenaour: A1 Collective intelligence building examines ideas from different perspectives - not "group think." #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @lanihall: #plpnetwork A1 is about the exponential potential of thinking and learning together #plpnetwork

Q2 Is collective intelligence the same as wisdom of the crowd? Can the terms be used interchangeably? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Q2+ Anyone have a definition for "wisdom of the crowd"? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

One of the most important aspects of Collective Intelligence: Dissonance and disagreement: and how to embrace it #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @lanihall "exponential potential" <<< love that! #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

@twhitford: Agreed!! Cognitive Dissonance is a powerful way to come up with deeply thought out conclusions #powerofdebate

@LLenaour #plpnetwork Agree!!! #plpnetwork

Q2+ Is collective intelligence brainstorming? #plpnetwork

Q2+ Anyone have a definition for "wisdom of the crowd"? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @snbeach: Read through others responses do they resonate with you? Why? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: Q2 Is collective intelligence the same as wisdom of the crowd? Can the terms be used interchangeably? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: Q2+ Anyone have a definition for "wisdom of the crowd"? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @snbeach: Q2+ Is collective intelligence building just mass collaboration? Or something more? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @snbeach: Q2+ Anyone have a definition for "wisdom of the crowd"? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Q2+ Is Collective Intelligence brainstorming? #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:18 am  amdesb  
Am I missing something? Perhaps over time 'wisdom' emerges... I think the intelligence must be worked with first #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:18 am  pattigrayson  
Wisdom of the crowd is new for me. I feel like it does not have the same positive connotation but I'm not sure why. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

2013-01-31 2:18 am  jacomininlibrary  
@jorech love the idea of disagreement being valuable #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:18 am  markwcarbone  
@lanihall: @LLenaour A1 valuing different perspectives strengthens the process and should yield a better end result #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:18 am  twhitford  
#plpnetwork A2: I think Collective Intelligence is more than brainstorming or Mass Collab. It's also about defending ideas & debating thoughts.

2013-01-31 2:19 am  debbyj18  
@MaLev711 Well, thank you for saying that. No one of us is as smart as all of us #LearningTogether #plpnetwork #connected #jedchat

2013-01-31 2:19 am  snbeach  
A2 The Wisdom of Crowds model focuses on isolated mass inputs #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:19 am  PLPNetwork  
RT @snbeach: Q2+ Is collective intelligence building just mass collaboration? Or something more? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

2013-01-31 2:19 am  MaLev711  
RT @debbyj18: @MaLev711 Well, thank you for saying that. No one of us is as smart as all of us #LearningTogether #plpnetwork #connected #jedchat

2013-01-31 2:19 am  jorech  
@jacomiminlibrary If no disagreement, something is wrong...too easy. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:19 am  PLPNetwork  
RT @snbeach: Q2+ Is Collective Intelligence brainstorming? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

2013-01-31 2:19 am  lanihall  
A2 #plpnetwork wisdom of the crowd-- crowd together is better than any one person

2013-01-31 2:19 am  snbeach  
A2 the Collective Intelligence model focuses on the process of knowledge production #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:19 am  amdesb  
A2 To me brainstorming is more surface. Intelligence is deeper. Wisdom is lasting. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:19 am  BalddaddieTeach  
#plpnetwork I don't like the world collective. Can I suggest a connected intelligence. Keeps the individual's contribution paramount. CI is deliberation in which diverse groups of people consciously compare notes and work through problems together #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:19 am  snbeach  
#plpnetwork RT @amdesb: A2 To me brainstorming is more surface. Intelligence is deeper. Wisdom is lasting. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:20 am  markwcarbone  
@jorech Dissonance and disagreement: and how to embrace it -- totally agree, it is not about convincing or winning #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:20 am  jorech  
Some of the best ideas I've developed is when someone refuted my original. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:20 am  pattigrayson  
Collective intelligence is the result of a process that includes brainstorming & deep conversation #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

2013-01-31 2:20 am  snbeach  
A2 WoC is aggregation of individual inputs made autonomously that get collected and mapped through some technology #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:20 am  amdesb  
@snbeach I like the idea of the process of building intelligence -
brainstorming is first steps to that #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
@snbeach: A2+Is Collective Intelligence brainstorming? could be, but not limited to this in my view #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:21 am markwcarbone

@jorech David Eagleman brain sci. guy would agree the 1st&easiest not best #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:21 am jacominilibrary

RT @amdesb: A2 To me brainstorming is more surface. Intelligence is deeper. Wisdom is lasting. <<< well stated #aisinetwork
plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:22 am markwcarbone

RT @jorech: Some of the best ideas I've developed is when someone refuted my original. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:22 am PLPNetwork

LLenaour A2 Collective Intelligence is more than brainstorming involves analysis, synthesis & evaluation . Process skills. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:22 am LLenaour

RT @amdesb: A2: Perhaps over time 'wisdom' emerges... I think the intelligence must be worked with first #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am AISINetwork

@snbeach: Wow, thinking of it online was actually an afterthought 4 me. 1st example: Coaching staffs I have been on. #aisinetwork plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am snbeach

In response to @BalddaddieTeach Is Collective Intelligence like individual intelligence? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:23 am snbeach

A2 #plpnetwork technology can amplify collective intelligence building
2013-01-31 2:23 am ianihall

@snbeach: Q2+ Does collective intelligence building only happen online? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:23 am PLPNetwork

RT @amdesb: Q2+ Is Collective Intelligence brainstorming? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am AISINetwork

RT @amdesb: A2: Perhaps over time 'wisdom' emerges... I think the intelligence must be worked with first #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am AISINetwork

RT @amdesb: Q2+ Is Collective Intelligence brainstorming? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am AISINetwork

RT @snbeach: Q2+ Is collective intelligence building just mass collaboration? Or something more? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am AISINetwork

I think we can learn from collective intelligence that we r learning about online & apply 2 other aspects of work.. #aisinetwork plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am amdesb

A2 #plpnetwork technology can amplify collective intelligence building
2013-01-31 2:23 am ianihall

@amdesb Tell us more. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:25 am snbeach

@jorech For example? "coaching staffs" #aisinetwork #plpnetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:25 am snbeach

@jorech For example? "coaching staffs" #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:25 am snbeach

plpnetwork While I'm not sure that Tech is necessary for CI, I do think it allows you 2 connect w/more people, more ways at various times
2013-01-31 2:26 am twhitford

@pattigrayson I believe the notion of community is important. Where would crowd sourcing fit? (F2F or online)? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:26 am markwcarbone

@pattigrayson I believe the notion of community is important. Where would crowd sourcing fit? (F2F or online)? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:26 am markwcarbone

@amdesb Reaching out, risk taking, succinct thinking, articulation, sense of global belonging ... #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:26 am amdesb

@snbeach: Q2+ No but possibilities wider/more diverse #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am snbeach

RT @jorech For example? "coaching staffs" #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:25 am snbeach

RT @snbeach: Q2+ Does collective intelligence building only happen online? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:23 am PLPNetwork

Why would collective intelligence building be limited to online??? I would think it could be done in any community. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:23 am pattigrayson

Why would collective intelligence building be limited to online??? I would think it could be done in any community. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:23 am pattigrayson

RT @jorech: Wow, thinking of it online was actually an afterthought 4 me. 1st example: Coaching staffs I have been on. #aisinetwork plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am jorech

RT @amdesb: A2 To me brainstorming is more surface. Intelligence is deeper. Wisdom is lasting. <<< well stated #aisinetwork
plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:22 am markwcarbone

RT @amdesb: A2: Perhaps over time 'wisdom' emerges... I think the intelligence must be worked with first #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am AISINetwork

RT @amdesb: A2: Perhaps over time 'wisdom' emerges... I think the intelligence must be worked with first #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:24 am AISINetwork

A2 #plpnetwork technology can amplify collective intelligence building
2013-01-31 2:23 am ianihall

A2 #plpnetwork technology can amplify collective intelligence building
2013-01-31 2:23 am ianihall

RT @amdesb: A2 To me brainstorming is more surface. Intelligence is deeper. Wisdom is lasting. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:22 am markwcarbone

RT @jorech: David Eagleman brain sci. guy would agree the 1st&easiest not best #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:21 am jacominilibrary

RT @amdesb: A2+Is Collective Intelligence brainstorming? could be, but not limited to this in my view #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:21 am markwcarbone

Q2+ Does collective intelligence building only happen online? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:22 am snbeach

A2 Collective Intelligence is more than brainstorming involves analysis, synthesis & evaluation . Process skills. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:22 am LLenaour

A2+Is Collective Intelligence brainstorming? could be, but not limited to this in my view #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:21 am markwcarbone

Tell us more. #aisinetwork
2013-01-31 2:25 am snbeach

For example? "coaching staffs" #aisinetwork #plpnetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:25 am snbeach

plpnetwork While I'm not sure that Tech is necessary for CI, I do think it allows you 2 connect w/more people, more ways at various times
2013-01-31 2:26 am twhitford

I believe the notion of community is important. Where would crowd sourcing fit? (F2F or online)? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:26 am markwcarbone

I believe the notion of community is important. Where would crowd sourcing fit? (F2F or online)? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork
2013-01-31 2:26 am markwcarbone
I became a better fb coach by learning from my peers. and vice versa. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Q2+ I thought that collective intelligence is intentional, while the wisdom of crowds is accidental #plpnetwork

Please take a minute and look at others’ responses. Ask a question for clarification or extend their idea. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @LisaMLane: @snbeach Q2+ I thought that collective intelligence is intentional, while the wisdom of crowds is accidental #plpnetwork

And the synergy of our staff, added to the success. We grew together and fed off each other. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @LisaMLane: @snbeach Q2+ I thought that collective intelligence is intentional, while the wisdom of crowds is accidental #plpnetwork

And the synergy of our staff, added to the success. We grew together and fed off each other. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @amdesb: @snbeach Reaching out, risk taking, succinct thinking, articulation, sense of global belonging ... #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Online CI transfers to my f2f community regularly That's my version of crowd sourcing #plpnetwork

RT @amdesb: "Community" is key word. Team is also a key word..... #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

CI - I think technology does amplify though, and provides tools to transcend time zones & geography #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

that is F2F but i am sure you looked at other coaches you never met for role models #plpnetwork

"Community" is key word. Team is also a key word..... #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

CI - I think technology does amplify though, and provides tools to transcend time zones & geography #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

That's my version of crowd sourcing #plpnetwork

BTW, here is a great collective Intelligence project our kids do:
https://t.co/uc5EDAbL #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

"Community" is key word. Team is also a key word..... #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Agreed! It may also make it easier to debate & disagree as it depersonalizes the process #plpnetwork

That's my version of crowd sourcing #plpnetwork

BTW, here is a great collective Intelligence project our kids do: https://t.co/uc5EDAbL #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

"Community" is key word. Team is also a key word..... #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Agreed! It may also make it easier to debate & disagree as it depersonalizes the process #plpnetwork

Q3 Is what we are doing here collective intelligence building or crowd intelligence? Explain #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

A3 The gradual collective refinement of the Wikipedia would be an example of collective intelligence at work. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Q3 Is what we are doing here collective intelligence building or crowd intelligence? Explain #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

A3 The wisdom a community builds overtime as they co-construct content and artifacts #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Q3+ Is connected learning collective intelligence building? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork
Q3+ Is a wiki an example of collective intelligence building? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Markwcarbone @amdesb @snbeach CI like this >>> sense of global belonging. Perhaps a sense of global purpose too? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @twhitford: @markwcarbone #plpnetwork I think the debate & disagreement is the real gold in an online or f2f it causes you to? #restate

Both “collective intelligence” and “the wisdom of crowds” offer models of knowledge construction in different ways. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

BalddadieTeach #plpnetwork @lisamlane wisdom of the group infers a growth through shared experience, and collective intelligence seems too clinical

@snbeach #plpnetwork A3: I C it more as Crowd Intell. I don't know that we have defined a problem 2 attack & had the debate 4 deeper learning

RT @snbeach: A3 The gradual collective refinement of the Wikipedia would be an example of collective intelligence at work. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @snbeach: A3 The wisdom a community builds overtime as they co-construct content and artifacts #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @snbeach: A3 The gradual collective refinement of the Wikipedia would be an example of collective intelligence at work. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Is what we are doing here in this chat CI building? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

BOOM! MT @jacominlibrary: #plpnetwork I think the debate & disagreement is the real gold in an online or f2f it causes you to? #restate

RT @twhitford: @snbeach #plpnetwork A3: I C it more as Crowd Intell. I don't know that we have defined a problem 2 attack & had the debate 4 deeper learning

RT @snbeach: Q3 Is what we are doing here collective intelligence building or crowd intelligence? Explain #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @snbeach: re "Is this chat CI building?" I say yes. does CI building imply documentation of process or content? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Is a wiki an example of collective intelligence building? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Q4 Can you give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

@markwcarbone @snbeach #plpnetwork Good Question. Not sure it is necessary, but it helps 4 referencing & sharing of learning

Q4 Can you give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: Is a wiki an example of collective intelligence building? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @snbeach: Q4 Can you give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

gradual collective refinement of the Wikipedia would be an example of
collective intelligence at work.

2013-01-31 2:40 am  twhitford  
@snbeach  #plpnetwork  I think a wiki is a great example of Crowd Intell, but not Collective Intell. Most wiki’s R just shared knowledge

2013-01-31 2:40 am  PLPNetwork  
RT @AISINetwork: Q4 Can you give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience?  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:40 am  snbeach  
Collective intelligence building happens over time I think.  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:40 am  markwcarbone  
@AISINetwork CI is a key aspect how we work/learn/problem solve in our IT department - leverage collective wisdom  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:40 am  KayBisaillon  
@pattigrayson perhaps you are thinking "mob mentality" vs wisdom of the crowd?  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:40 am  snbeach  
RT @KayBisaillon: @pattigrayson perhaps you are thinking "mob mentality" vs wisdom of the crowd?  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:40 am  snbeach  
@twhitford  Is collective intelligence different from individual intelligence?  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:40 am  twhitford  
@snbeach  #plpnetwork  True, but that is because there is a panel of experts to approve posts (supposedly) most wikis don't have that process

2013-01-31 2:42 am  LLenaour  
A4 Writing our AISI project proposal involved many voices, listening for themes, synthesizing ideas  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:42 am  snbeach  
RT @LLenaour: A4 Writing our AISI project proposal involved many voices, listening for themes, synthesizing ideas  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:42 am  LisaMLane  
A4 I have students create collections of sources - individual submissions, essays based on whole collection  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:43 am  snbeach  
Q4 Please give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience?  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:43 am  LLenaour  
A4 AISI project proposal was richer because of the diverse points of view from various communities.  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:43 am  snbeach  
RT @LisaMLane: A4 I have students create collections of sources - individual submissions, essays based on whole collection  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:43 am  PLPNetwork  
RT @snbeach: Q4 Please give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience?  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:43 am  snbeach  
@LisaMLane Please tell more about that..  #aisinetwork  #plpnetwork

2013-01-31 2:44 am  twhitford  
@snbeach  #plpnetwork  I guess in my mind it is. Collective Intell should include the debate & disagreement phase of learning.

2013-01-31 2:44 am  debbyj18  
BC of #Twitter Now part of  #plpnetwork  ConnectedCoaching My life radically altered @techbabble88 @rrross @reneerubinross @lanihall  #jdchat

2013-01-31 2:44 am  hendylou  
Developing our administrator’s PD is definitely a case of Collective Intelligence  #plpnetwork  #aisinetwork

2013-01-31 2:44 am  snbeach  
RT @debbyj18: BC of #Twitter Now part of  #plpnetwork  ConnectedCoaching My life radically altered @techbabble88 @rrross @reneerubinross @lanihall  #jdchat

2013-01-31 2:45 am  twhitford  
@snbeach  #plpnetwork  It should be about expanding & deepening intelligence, nit just sharing of knowledge.

2013-01-31 2:45 am  markwcarbone  
@LLenaour: A4 "proposal was richer because of the diverse points of view from various communities" <<< great point  #aisinetwork
Developing our administrator's PD is definitely a case of Collective Intelligence #plpnetwork #aisinetwork.

BC of #Twitter Now part of #plpnetwork ConnectedCoaching My life radically altered @techbabble88 @rrross @reneerubinross @lanihall #jdchat

Agreed!! Time is key, as it takes reflection to deepen learning.

Q5 Why is collective intelligence building a powerful way to construct knowledge? Or is it? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

A4 AISI project continues to evolve and become more refined as we try to hear and incorporate voice. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

How do you make it work with perhaps a negative force in the ‘collective’? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Writing our AISI project proposal involved many voices, listening for themes, synthesizing ideas #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

I find convos more engaging/thought provoking often in digital forum than f2f? Gives me reflect time? #plpnetwork

Agreed! Time is key, as it takes reflection to deepen learning” <<< totally agree #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

People tend to support those things which they help to create. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Reflection time is nice & beneficial, but there is something special abt F2F convos

For Educators, CI stresses the Importance of Making Meaningful Connections #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

A5 Collective Intelligence building focuses on collaboration #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Can you give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Q5+ What's the significance of collective intelligence? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Collective intelligence places a new value on diversity #aisinetwork

A5 Collective Intelligence building focuses on collaboration #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Q5+ What's the significance of collective intelligence? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

For Educators, CI stresses the Importance of Making Meaningful Connections #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

Reminder... we are thinking about the significance or value of collective intelligence building. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

"more engaging/thought provoking often in digital
Building collective intelligence anywhere w/ anyone w/any group willing to engage.
http://t.co/4nEN2pI8 #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

A5+: Our ability to learn from so many others experiences. The chance to collect info from all over the world

A5 Pierre L

Reminder... we are thinking about the significance or value of collective intelligence building. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @snbeach: Reminder... we are thinking about the significance or value of collective intelligence building. #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Q5+ What's the significance of collective intelligence? #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @twhitford: @snbeach #plpnetwork A5+: Our ability to learn from so many others experiences. The chance to collect info from all over the world

Me: Brilliant! Love this.

Q5+ when does collective intelligence become just a fad though? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

A6: I find PLC team meetings 2 B much like CI building. We debate best practice, effectiveness of Resources & analyze Ss data

Q6 students together, reaching out broadening their thought and horizons with others, seeking "experts" building. #plpnetwork

Q5+ when does collective intelligence become just a fad though? #plpnetwork

A6: I find PLC team meetings 2 B much like CI building. We debate best practice, effectiveness of Resources & analyze Ss data

Q5+ when does collective intelligence become just a fad though? #plpnetwork

a collective element happens accidentally in my assignment - students submit one source to collection, write own essay #plpnetwork

What does it look like in the classroom with kids (Collective
Intelligence Building) #aisinetwork #plpnetwork A6: We discuss all of these things as a team, but I count on the team to disagree & debate until we find the best answer.

RT @snbeach: What does it look like in the classroom with kids (Collective Intelligence Building) #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Nothing like baking oatmeal raisin cookies and participating in #plpnetwork chat. Who's got some really cold milk?

I want to thank all of you who add to the deep thought provoking discussion tonight on Collective Intelligence. #aisinetwork

You stretched me as we chatted. Thank you for that. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

The hour flew by. Thanks again for being a part of the #aisinetwork #plpnetwork chat on collective intelligence building.

None of us is as smart as all of us. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @amdesb: None of us is as smart as all of us. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

RT @LLenaour: None of us is as smart as all of us. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork "Collective Intelligence Building" right?

RT @amdesb: @snbeach I like the idea of the process of building intelligence - brainstorming is first steps to that #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

RT @LLenaour: RT @snbeach: None of us is as smart as all of us. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork "Collective Intelligence Building" right? ME: YEP!

Night Everyone. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

I am always amazed at how much you enable others to learn! Thank you! #plpnetwork

None of us is as smart as all of us. #plpnetwork #aisinetwork

I like the idea of the process of building intelligence - brainstorming is first steps to that #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Q1 How do you define the term collective intelligence building? What does it mean to you? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

Q4 Can you give an example of building collective intelligence from your experience? #aisinetwork #plpnetwork

None of us is as smart as all of us. #plpnetwork
What if the individual feels under represented or is in contest to the CI?

Still think we should call it connected intelligence:)

None of us is as smart as all of us.

Building Collective Intelligence, doesn't just "happen." Needs to be structured. esp for Ss.